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Seatec

BC’S

MILITARY

NO. 1040

SEATEC MILITARY SUNFISH
NO. 1040
Seatec’s military sunfish combines the most innovative
concepts in streamline design with a ruggedness that
has gained unsurpassed military usage for over 30
years. With this Bc’s puncture resistant shell made
out of 1000 denier cordura, and its repairable double
bladder, its service and reliability will outlast most
others on the market today. The military sunfish can
house 1 or 2 of Seatec’s patented 33-38g Co2
detonators, and comes standard with quick dump
deflator, manual inflator, over pressure quick relief
valve, and a large pocket with accessory “D” rings.
And, like all of Seatec’s Bc’s, the military sunfish
comes in multiple military colors as well as an
assortment of commercial class colors.
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Seatec
NO. 1001

Seatec’s original military manta is one of our most reliable
Bc’s to date. Made of specially fabricated cordura on all
exposed areas, with double bag construction, and an
adjustable comfort belt to compensate for variations in
size, it’s no wonder why the manta has been trusted by the
military for over 20 years. The military manta comes
standard with stainless “D” rings for accessory
attachments, double seaband tank straps with the patented
Seatec cam buckle system, manual override over pressure
valve, soft touch rapid exhaust system, and blackened
hardware twin Co2 detonators with the capacity to utilize
33-38g Co2 cartridges. In addition to these standard
features, the military manta, like all Seatec BC’s, can be
customized to house our integrated weight pockets and our
spare air tank holder.
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MILITARY

BC’S
ORIGINAL MILITARY MANTA
NO.1001

Seatec
NO. 1008.000
2006 PATENT PENDING

BC’S

MILITARY

P/N: 1320

VARIABLE MILITARY DIAMOND MANTA
NO. 1008.000
Seatec’s most innovative BC to date, the diamond
manta virtually eliminates all size and performance
issues. The diamond manta, with its patented
adjustment system can fit sizes Xs-Xl, and our custom
model will fit sizes 2xl-5xl. Our diamond manta’s
outer shell is made of U.S. Fabricated 1000 denier
cordura with a heavy inner urethane bladder bag
construction. This BC comes fully loaded with
stainless “D” rings and cam buckles for accessory
attachments and security, double seaband tank straps
and patented seatec cam buckle system, manual
override over pressure valve, soft touch rapid
exhaust valve, dual over-pressure valve dumps, power
inflator, and Seatec’s patented twin 33-38g Co2
detonators. Not only does the diamond manta come
standard with this array of features, the diamond
manta has also innovated the BC with the adjustable
and detachable shoulder and reticulate it uses for
color variation, and/or added options, patented torso
adjustment that fits up to 5 sizes, and our patent
pending tactical molly attachment system removable
pockets for color and function variation.
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P/N: 1314

P/N: 4003.100

Seatec
NO. 1030

NO.1030
Eliminates that complicated and time consuming rigamarole of
putting on and taking off tank, backpack, regulator, and buoyancy
control separately. SEATEC’s BLUEFIN allows the combination of
these components into one comfortable and easy on/easy off
system. Just one adjustable multi-size comfort belt system on your
waist with additional adjustment chest and waist buckles.
SEATEC pioneered the concept of a stabilizing vest with
unrestricted arm movement. BLUEFIN’s advanced design, with non
inflating side panels for total wraparound buoyancy, is the essence
of that concept. With BLUEFIN, surface and underwater swimming in
any position is easy. A diver floats comfortably in a vertical
position at the surface. No more fighting to keep from going face up
or face down.
Built to last, the rugged BLUEFIN’s sturdy outer bag is
made from SEATEC’s 1000 Denier Cordura Nylon to give you years
of dependable and comfortable use. Of course, BLUEFIN’s inner bag
features SEATEC’s puncture resistant urethane bladder.
More lower buoyancy, contour fit slim-line styling, a unique
Variable Mounting System (V.M.S.) for backpack plate holder,
sternum strap, a secondary tank stabilizing strap in addition to the
popular seaband and a rugged carrying handle. Plus these
standard quality SEATEC features: shoulder sleeves for optional
strap use, and side adjustments for perfect fit. Two utility
pockets, double front belt loops for custom fit, over pressure
relief valve with quick dump, mesh drainage and air relief, accessory
hose holders and utility rings on both sides, and SEATEC’s Co2
detonator system - the only detonator system rugged enough to
stand up to regular diving use.
Available in 2 military color combinations.
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MILITARY

BC’S
MILITARY BLUEFIN W/ W.I.P. & V.M.S.
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ALL PURPOSE DUFFEL & DIVE BAG
NO. 1310.012
Seatec’s all purpose duffel and dive
bag is a large & economical
17”x29”x15” dive bag with a front
pouch and webbing handles sewn down
and extended completely around the
bag for strength and to carry the
Seatec tradition of quality and
durability.

REGULATOR BAG
NO. 1310.006
This 3 ½x17 ½”x 12” bag is
constructed of rugged 1000 denier
cordura, and is foam lined to protect
diving regulator, octopus, second
stage, and gauges.
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MILITARY DUFFEL BAG
NO. 1300
Seatec’s military duffel bag is a
standard issue, military duffel with
back-pack- straps for ease of travel.
Made of 420 denier pack cloth and with
heavy construction, this bag is built to
last.
Also available in dry bag form, made of
18oz. Shelterite non-permiable
material, arc welded with a dry seal.

GAME BAG
NO. 1385.1
Seatec’s game bag is an inflatable top
bag with mesh bottom. It comes in three
sizes and is perfect for collecting
games and toys.
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Waterproof weapons bag

Waterproof general purpose bag
NO. 1340

NO. 1339

Waterproof weapons bag
NO. 1341
All Seatec’s waterproof weapons bags
come with 2 tension straps, YKK’s air,
gas, and water tight zipper, oral
inflator, stainless steel “D” rings, and
comply with Seatec’s strict Q.C.
Standards. The model shown above is
29”x 4 ½”x 11” and will accommodate
the CAR-15, UZI, and the MP-5.

All Seatec’s waterproof bags come with
2 tension straps, YKK’s air, gas, and
water tight zipper, oral inflator,
stainless steel “D” rings, and comply
with Seatec’s strict Q.C. Standards.

BAGS

All Seatec’s waterproof weapons bags
come with 2 tension straps, YKK’s air,
gas, and water tight zipper, oral
inflator, stainless steel “D” rings, and
comply with Seatec’s strict Q.C.
Standards. The model shown above is
44”x 4”x 12” and will accommodate the
M-16, M-60, etc.

Waterproof weapons bag
NO. 1342
All Seatec’s waterproof weapons bags
come with 2 tension straps, YKK’s air,
gas, and water tight zipper, oral
inflator, stainless steel “D” rings, and
comply with Seatec’s strict Q.C.
Standards. The model shown above is
32”x 5”x 15” and will accommodate the
MP-4, MP-5, and CAR-15.
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Seatec
LIFT BAGS / MARKER FLOATS

BAGS

NO. 1390’S

SEATEC LIFT BAGS
NO. 1390’s
Seatec’s lift bags are designed for the commercial or
serious sport diver. Made of 400 nylon in a variety of
colors, these durable-wall constructed lift bags are for
those divers that can’t run the risk of holes. Seatec’s lift
bags are boauency controlled with standard manual
exhaust and have reinforced stainless steel attachments.
50, 100, 250, and 500 lb. lift bags available. 1,000 and
5,000 lb. Bags also available through custom orders.

250 lb. Lift bags and over include reinforcement
webbing for added strength.
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Seatec
NO. 1410’S

12,000lb.

4,000lb.

2,000lb.
3,000lb.
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BAGS

LIFT BAGS / MARKER FLOATS

ALL BAGS ALSO AVAILABLE
IN 10, 15, AND 20 THOUSAND
POUNDS.

Seatec

P/N: 1320

BC’S

COMMERCIAL

NO. 1006

P/N: 1314
VARIABLE ORCA
NO. 1006
The orca w/ W.I.P. Is another of Seatec’s top of the line
Bc’s. It is made of 1000 denier cordura with padded
shoulders and super soft spine pad for unsurpassed
comfort. It comes standard with features ranging from our
patented variable pack receiving system and “D” rings for
accessory attachments to our manual override
over0pressure valve and soft touch rapid exhaust. This
single bag, low profile system meets Seatec’s qualiy
standards and is available in 7 color combinations.

P/N: 4003.100
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Seatec
NO. 1003

SEATEC

ORIGINAL MANTA w/ W.I.P.
NO.1003
The original manta w/ W.I.P. is Seatec’s finest double bag
low profile system with compensating and removable
comfort belt, you can always depend on a comfortable and
reliable fit. Our manta comes complete with 4 stainless
steel “D” rings for accessory attachments, double seaband
tank straps, manual override over-pressure valve, soft
touch rapid exhaust, high tech hose holder, and weight
integrated pockets. In addition, Seatec’s quality of design
has helped the manta to transfer weight better between
hips and shoulders, resulting in better balance. Available
in 7 color combinations.
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COMMERCIAL

BC’S

SEATEC

Seatec

P/N: 1320

BC’S

COMMERCIAL

NO. 4003.12

EXTREME VARIABLE VEST
NO. 4003.12
Seatec’s seahorse vest is a non-inflatable, one size fits all
vest with available harness system attachment. The
seahorse is designed to fit Seatec’s inflatable systems
such as the seahorse and the 360 wing. It has been
upgraded from our previous model to carry Seatec’s
patented variable system. With interchangeable pockets and
shoulders for color and function variation, and fully
adjustable waist for sizes xs-xl and custom 2xl-5xl, this
vest is another testament to Seatec’s commitment to design
and innovation.

P/N: 1314
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Seatec
NO. 1018

Expandable Wing with individual bungee partially cover
retraction system. Designed for single replacement and
safety due to individual bungee. Will not unwind to leave
you sagging. Available with secondary bladder and
inflation for extra safety and/or lift. Cordura external
shell with urethane inner bladder. Military style power
inflator and OPV.

65 AND 88LB TWIN BLADDER EXPANDABLE WING

NO.1018.2
Expandable Wing with individual bungee partially cover
retraction system. Designed for single replacement and
safety due to individual bungee. Will not unwind to leave
you sagging. Designed with secondary bladder and
secondary hose and inflator for extra safety and/or lift.
Cordura external shell with urethane inner bladder.
Military style power inflators and OPVs.
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COMMERCIAL

BC’S
EXPANDABLE WING
NO.1018

Seatec

BC’S

COMMERCIAL

NO. 1015RD

360 WING
NO. 1015RD
The 360 wing is a complete 360 degree wing style BC with
bladder that has a 32-35 lb. Lift capacity (based on water).
It can utilize single tank to twin plate option and can be
attached to seahorse vest to provide jacket style fit.
Seatec’s 360 wing fits most backpacks and comes with one
manual O.P.V., Power inflator, and single 33-38g Co2
detonator. Available in black (p/n-1015bk), red (p/n-1015rd),
and custom colors available upon request.
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Seatec
NO. 1017

NO.1017
Seatec’s seahorse II w/ W.I.P. Is a streamlined single tank
BC that eliminates up front bulk and is perfect for use with
thermotec drysuit. Seatecs seahorseII is equipped with vest
harness system, and stiff pack, repairable bladder system,
mesh panels for rapid draining, weight integrated pockets,
and will fit any standard backpack. The seahorse II has a
lift capacity of 45 lbs. In salt water and comes in problack, pro-black with color, and custom colors available
upon request.

P/N: 1314
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COMMERCIAL

BC’S
SEAHORSE II W/ W.I.P.

Seatec

BC’S

COMMERCIAL

NO. 1016

Patent Pending
SEAHORSE EXTREME
NO.1016
The seahorse extreme is a single tank BC with a variable
pack receiving system. It’s streamline design eliminates up
front bulk, creating a very comfortable and reliable BC for
any diver. Available in pro-black, and pro-black with an
assortment of colors. Bungee retractable seahorse
Extreme also available.
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Seatec
SEATEC DRY TOP
Seatec’s dry tops are made of a long
lasting 400 H.S. Denier cordura. Our
dry tops come with neoprene waist and
tough latex seals on neck and wrists.

SEATEC WADERS
NO.4056.15

Seatec’s waders are made of 1000 H.S.
Denier cordura. They are perfect for
fishing as well as other activities.
Available with hard boots only.
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COMMERCIAL

DRY TOPS & WADERS

NO.4056.14

Seatec

RESCUE SUIT

PUBLIC SAFETY

NO. 1915

RESCUE DRY SUIT
NO. 1915
Seatec’s rescue drysuit is a 200 H.S. Nylon drysuit with
reinforced seat area and knee pads, reflective tape for high
visibility, and strong latex seals for neck, wrists and
ankles (optional booties, socks or boots available). This
reziliant drysuit is available in front or back entry, has a
10 year warranty against defects, and can be purchased in
a variety of colors for use as water-sports suit.

Wrist

Ankle
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Seatec
NO. 1914

NO.1914
The extreme water-sports suit is a tough drysuit designed
for wind-surfing, water-skiing, snorkeling, kayaking and
water-rafting. The top of the extreme water-sports suit is
constructed of 200 H.S. Nylon while the bottom is
constructed of 400 H.S. Nylon. The suit has no pockets or
valves, has reinforced seat area and knee pads, is
rapairable, comes in front or back entrance, and has
strong latex seals on neck, wrists, and ankles.
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WATERSPORTS

DRY-SUITS
EXTREME WATERSPORTS SUIT

Seatec

DRY-SUITS

BAJA DRY SUIT
NO. 1908
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The baja drysuit is a front or rear entry, repairable drysuit
with srtong latex seals for neck, wrists and ankles. The
top of the baja is 200 H.S. Nylon while the bottom is made
of 400 H.S. Nylon and has built in Sietec swivel inflator
and deflator valves. Other color combinations available
upon request.

S

WATERSPORTS

NO. 1908
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Seatec
NO. 1904.1

THERMOTEC SUIT
NO.1904.1
Seatec’s thermotec drysuit is Seatec’s finest. With Sietec
valves, and made of 400 h.s. Nylon, it has been used by the
military for over 20 years. This drysuit uses strong latex
seals for the neck and the wrists, and the feet can be
fitted with ankle seals, latex socks, or hard boots. Our
thermotec drysuit uses the finest water-tight YKK zippers
for front or back entry, as well as our relief zipper. This
drysuit comes with reinforced knee pads and seat for added
protection and durability. (Suspenders and outer crotch
strap available) The thermotec drysuit is also repairable,
has built in Sietec inflator and deflator valves, is available
in pro-black and other variations, and can be customized
for swift water and non pressurized usage.
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WATERSPORTS

DRY-SUITS

NEOPRENE
COLLARS ALSO
AVAILABLE

SNORKELING

WATERSPORTS

Seatec

GUPPY
NO.1028.0080

GUPPY SNORKELING VEST
NO. 1026.0080

Seatec’s guppy snorkeling vest is our
top of the line snorkeling vest. With
Seatec quality standards double bag
construction, and the outer bag made
of 420 denier nylon, this is the most
rugged guppy yet. With small oral
inflator and seatecs exclusive Co2
detonator, the guppy has a 20 lb. Lift
capacity. The guppy snorkeling vest
comes standard with full length crotch
and waist straps with snap-lock buckler
and is available in yellow only.

Seatec’s guppy is an economical and
light weight snorkeling vest perfect
for the occasional snorkeler. The
guppy comes standard with waist strap,
snap-lock buckler, and replaceable
bladder. With a lift capacity of 15 1/4
lbs., Made of 420 denier nylon, and
seatecs exclusive detonator w/ 12g
Co2, this small, yet reliable vest is
cruise line approved.

SEATEC MARKER FLOATS
NO.1602

GUPPY CUSTOM UPGRADE TO PERCH
NO.1024.0080

Guppy Snorkeling Vest also available as
Perch diving vest after custom upgrades.
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Seatec’s marker floats are the safest
markers for those divers that can’t
risk a hole. These marker floats meet
Seatec’s high standards and come
complete with Co2 detonator, oral
inflator, rope and hook for easy
attachment, detonator and oral
inflator pocket, and 400 nylon double
wall construction with bladder.
Seatec’s marker floats roll into a case
2” in diameter by 8” long, and are
perfect for location a favorite dive
sight, or for use as a marker point
during search and recovery.

Seatec

GYMNOT
NO. 8025.920

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.

EQUINOT
NO. 8024

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.

MASKS

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.

VIDI
NO. 8022.10

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.
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WATERSPORTS

TORINO TRI-VIEW
NO. 8026

Seatec

MILITARY TRI-WINDOW LOW-PRO FRAMELESS

MILITARY SINGLE WINDOW LOW-PRO FRAMELESS

MASKS

MILITARY

NO. 8028

NO. 8029

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.

CORSICA
NO. 8023.920

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.
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TORINO
NO. 8021.920

Seatec’s masks come with black or
clear D.C. Formulated silicone for more
light penetration, and are light weight
and comfortable to wear. Each masks
has self sealing technology and high
impact poly frame and tempered glass.
These masks are sure to be a favorite,
minimum volume for extreme comfort
and viewing capacity. Each mask is
offered in a variety of colors, and with
a 16 position strap with comfort
adjustment swiveling hinge, one size
will fit virtually anybody. Purge option
available, and hard cases are included.

Seatec

Seatec’s snorkels, like all Seatec products, are the utmost
in quality and reliability. Seatecs snorkels are available in
a variety of styles.
1)Small, Rigid model
2)Regular, Rigid model
3)Regular, Flexible model
Each of seatecs flexible snorkels are available in either
fluted or semi-dry tops.
Top Row part numbers’s from left to right- 9044.1,
9044.92, 9044.9, 9044.3
Bottom Row part numbers from left to right- 9043.11,
9042.30, 9043.920, 9043.10, 9042.00
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WATERSPORTS

SNORKELS

SNORKELS

Seatec

UNDERGARMENTS

APPARAL

NO. 1931

FLEECE UNDERGARMENT
NO.1931
Seatec’s Fleece undergarment offers its wearer a
light weight, warm insulator to be worn under drysuit.
With 200 phinsulate insulation, ranked highest among
tested, this undergarment is made for colder
temperatures. Available in pro-black with front zipper
entry with 1 chest and 2 side pockets. And with
durable fleece construction, this fleece
undergarment is sure to offer a long life of service
and reliability.
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Seatec
NO. 1932

Seatec’s 200 nylon fleece undergarment is for those
temperatures where a thicker, warmer insulation is
necessary. With a double nylon water repellent outer
shell and 200 phinsulate insulation, this
undergarment with its heavy nylon construction is
ideal for the serious diver. Available in pro-black with
1 chest and 2 side pockets.
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APPARAL

UNDERGARMENTS
200 NYLON FLEECE UNDERGARMENT
NO. 1932

Seatec

UNDERGARMENTS

APPARAL

NO. 1933.1

100 MILITARY TRI-LAM UNDERGARMENT
NO.1933.1
A durable surplex undergarment, made of a 3m thinsulate
material, this undergarment’s insulation traps and holds
body heat with 3 layers of warmth, repellent, and safety.
Using an innovative water repellent, breathable material,
the 100 military tri-lam undergarment dries quickly, has a
super water and stain repellent finish, and is effective even
when damp and after repeated washing. This undergarment
comes in black and although it lacks the bulk of down
insulated undergarments, it is nearly 11/2 times as warm.
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Seatec

Seatec’s repel stay dry shirts are made of a new and
revolutionary proprietary fabric. Their streamlined
design reduces wind-chill, and with a level of sun
protection equal to SPF 50, the repel stay dry shirt
is perfect for all water activities. Made of a
breathable fabric and with a super soft feel, Seatec’s
repel stay dry shirt offers a level of comfort and
style like no other.
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APPARAL

CLOTHING

REPEL STAY DRY SHIRTS
NO. 1010-LONG SLEEVE
NO. 1009-SHORT SLEEVE

MOUNTING

ACCESSORIES

Seatec

STIFF PACK MOUNTING SYSTEM
NO. 4003.11
Seatec’s stiff pack mounting system
attaches easily and directly to our
innovative universal mounting system
with a simple nut and bolt hardware
set. Comes with seaband tank straps
combined with our cam-buckle system
for easy attachment of air tank. Our
stiff pack mounting system also comes
with attachments that will integrate
your stiff pack with our spare air
holder.

STEEL SHIELD
NO. 4014.10
Stainless steel tech diving shield

BACK PLATE
NO. 1217
Seatec’s plastic back plate comes with
54” webbing straps, 2-2” plastic cam
buckles, 74” shoulder straps and
single Seatec ‘seaband’ complete
assembly.
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3mm & 5mm Gloves
3mm & 5mm gloves with gripping texture
on palm and fingers and cinch-tight
strap for a secure fit.
3mm - P/N - 1693
5mm - P/N - 1695

Seatec

SEATEC

SEATEC

CAM-BUCKLE FOR SEABAND

SEABAND TANK STRAPS & TANK STRAP EXTENDERS

Seaband tank straps-1210
Seaband double tank extender- 1216

NO. 4038S
Seatec’s patented cam-buckle available
in black and stainless. With Seatec’s
quality, these cam-buckles are 1 hand
quick on and off, offer the strongest
hold and are preferred by the military.

Also available in flat black- P/N-4038B
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ACCESSORIES

MOUNTING

SEATEC BACK PLATE

Seatec
STRAPS & HARNESSES

ACCESSORIES

NO. 1210

WEIGHT INTEGRATED HARNESS
NO. 4056.16
Seatec’s weight integrated harness is a quick release
weight harness with variable pocket adjustments. This
harness is utilized on top of dry suit when extra
weight is needed for a dive. The harness is one size
fits all and will hold up to 50 lbs of trim.
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SEATEC
TEC-LIGHT
...be seen

The world’s smallest,
toughest, brightest
Waterproof up to 11,500 ft!
TEC
-LI
G

TEC
-LI
G

Virtually indestructible

HT

30-80 hours of battery life

HT
T
EC

G HT
TEC-LI

electronic lightstick!

TEC
-LI
G

SEATEC

A
SE

HT

TEC
-LI
G

HT

Available in: 5 color
- constant “On/Off”
- 7 Programable modes
- 5 Colors
- Powered by one inexpensive A23 battery
Military
-- Infrared > 1-2 & 3-4
Only 2 3/4” long
Weighs only 1.2 oz
Visible for miles
Extremely bright!

High intensity waterproof light source

www.4SEATEC.com
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SEATEC - LIFT BAG CHART
70,000

40,000

20,000

12,000

6,000
4,000
2,000
1,000
500

200
100
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Model

Lift
capacity

Diameter

Overall
height

Packaged
cubic
dimension

Weight

70,000lb.

77,000lbs.
35,000kgs.

12’
3.69m

21’6”
6.77m

41” x 48” x 38”
1.05m x 1.23m x .97m

410lbs.
186.9kgs

40,000lb.

44,000lbs.
20,000kgs.

12’
3.07m

16’9”
6.16m

41” x 48” x 24”
1.05m x 1.23m x .62m

325lbs.
147.7KGs.

20,000lb.

22,000lbs.
10,000kgs.

7’9”
2.38m

12’2”
4.10m

41” x 48” x 18”
1.05m x 1.23m x .46m

190lbs.
86.2kgs.

12,000lb.

12,200lbs.
5,500kgs.

5’10”
1.79m

10’10”
3.33m

41” x 41” x 12”
1.05m x 1.05m x .31m

125lbs.
56.7kgs

6,000lb.

6,600lbs.
3,000kgs.

5’1”
1.56m

9’
2.77m

41” x 41” x 8”
1.05m x 1.05m x .21m

80lbs.
36.3KGs.

4,000lb.

4,400lbs.
2,000kgs.

4’6”
1.38m

7’10”
2.41m

24” x 24” x 24”
.62m x .62m x .62m

50lbs.
22.7kgs.

2,000lb.

2,200lbs.
1,000kgs.

3’8”
1.13m

5’3”
1.62m

20” x 15” x 9.5”
.51m x .38m x .29m

30lbs.
13.6kgs

1,000lb.

1,100lbs.
500kgs.

2’11”
0.90m

4’8”
1.44m

18” x 13” x 10”
.46m x .33m x .26m

17lbs.
7.7KGs.

500lb.

550lbs.
250kgs.

2’5”
0.74m

3’7”
1.07m

15” x 11” x 7”
.38m x .28m x .18m

12lbs.
5.45kgs.

200lb.

220lbs.
100kgs.

1’10”
0.56m

3’
0.92m

15” x 11” x 7”
.38m x .28m x .18m

7lbs.
3.18kgs

100lb.

120lbs.
55kgs.

1’4”
0.41m

2’6”
0.77m

14” x 10” x 6”
.36m x .26m x .15m

5lbs.
2.27KGs.

SEATEC - LIFT BAG CHART
6,000
4,000

2,000

1,000

500
200

Model

Lift
capacity

HEIGHT

LENGTH

Packaged
cubic
dimension

Weight

Attachment
points

6,000lb.

6,600lbs.
3,000kgs.

6’4”
1.94m

9’4”
2.87m

26” x 18” x 13”
.67m x .46m x .33m

90lbs.
40.8Kgs.

3 top
1 bottom

4,000lb.

4,400lbs.
2,000kgs.

5’9”
1.77m

6’3”
1.92m

22” x 15” x 13”
.56m x .38m x .33m

70lbs.
31.7Kgs.

2 top
1 bottom

2,000lb.

2,200lbs.
1,000kgs.

4’7”
1.41m

5’
1.54m

20” x 15” x 9.5”
.51m x .38 x .24m

50Lbs.
22.7Kgs.

2 top
1 bottom

1,000lb.

1,100lbs.
500kgs.

3’8”
1.13m

4’3”
1.31m

18” x 13” x 10”
.46m x .33m x .26m

32lbs.
14.5Kgs.

2 top
1 bottom

500lb.

550lbs.
250kgs.

2’8”
.82m

4’3”
1.31m

17” x 12” x 8”
.44m x .31m x .21m

20Lbs.
9.1Kgs.

2 top
1 bottom

200lb.

220lbs.
100kgs.

2’5”
.74m

3’2”
.97m

15” x 11” x 7”
.38m x .28m x .18m

12Lbs.
5.4kgs.

1 bottom
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39

27

40

41

45

44

43

42

46

OVER PRESSURE VALVE ASSY WITH DUMP-P/N 2005.02 (REF)
34

35

36

37

33

ELBOW ASSY-P/N 4006.10 (REF)
48

49

50

51

52

RAPID EXHAUST ASSY-P/N P4008.10 (REF)
28

29

30

31

27

26

DETONATOR COMPLETE-P/N 2000 (REF)
4

35

8-33 GRAM Co2 CARTRIDGE-P/N 1160 (REF)

MPV-100-P/N P4012.10 (REF)

POWER INFLATOR K-STYLE ASSY-P/N P4014.10 (REF)

POWER INFLATOR 45-STYLE ASSY-P/N P4014.09 (REF)
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...MADE IN THE U.S.A.

NOMENCLATURE
OR DESCRIPTION

SIZE

SCALE:

C

CODE IDENT NO.

NONE

41WHSE5

DRAWING NO.

1OF 3

-PATENTED
B REV
SHEET:

1040

SUNFISH ~ FRONT MOUNT
MILITARY & PROFESSIONAL
MODEL

PARTS LIST

DATE
12-5-97
12-5-97

REDRAWN & REVISED FOR
CLARITY FROM BCV 1972
1002 & SUNFISH 1981 P N 1040
P

CHECKED

DRAWN

U.S. NAVY APPROVED

CONTRACT NO.

PART OR
IDENTIFYING NO.

DO NOT SCALE DRAWING

BLACK; EXCEPT
AS NOTED

100 DENIER CORDURA NYLON
MARINE QUALITY & PEU

MATERIAL

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED,
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.
TOLERANCES ARE:
FRACTIONS
DECIMALS ANGLES

QTY
REQ’D

SEATEC

NEXT ASSY USED ON
APPLICATION

32

6

7

9 2 PLCS

11

25
25 2 REQ’D
4
4 2 REQ’D

37

1. OUTER BAG SUNFISH SINGLE C02
2. BLADDER SUNFISH SINGLE C02
3. OUTER BAG SUNFISH TWIN C02
4. 38 GM C02 CARTRIDGE
5. BLADDER SUNFISH TWIN C02
6. LOW PRESSURE HOSE 33”
7. 1” SPIRAL HOSE 12” LONG
8. O-RING QUICK DISC. PLUG
9. STRAP BLACK - PAN SUIT
10. O - RING STEM
11. POWER INFLATOR
12. SEAT EXHAUST
13. O - RING EXHAUST SEAT
14. BODY SLANT MOUTHPIECE
15. SPRING DEFLECTION
16. BUTTON ASSY. DELEC.
17. MOUTHPIECE RUBBER BLACK
18. QUICK DISCONNECT PLUG
19. STEM INFLATOR
20. O - RING RETAINER SM
21. O - RING RETAINER LG
22. HOUSING INFLATOR SYSTEM
23. SPRING INFLATOR
24. BUTTON INFLATOR
25. D100 DETONATOR COMPLETE
26. PULL CORD LANYARD 17”

27. PULL KNOB LANYARD
28. DETONATOR CAP NUT
29. DETONATOR WASHER SM LD
30. DETONATOR WASHER LG LD
31. DETONATOR W/O KNOB & CORD
32. ELBOW ASSY. COMP.
33. ELBOW COMPLETE
34. ELBOW SEAL RUBBER
35. ELBOW SEAT BLADDER EXTERNAL
36. ELBOW GASKET SEAT BLADDER
37. ELBOW SEAT BLADDER INTERIOR
38. OPV. ASSY W/DUMP
39. OP PULL CORD LANYARD PU 17”
40. OPV CAP
41. OPV SPRING
42. OPV RETAINER SEAL
43. OPV SEAL RUBBER
44. OPV SEAT BLADDER EXTERNAL
45. OPV GASKET BLADDER
46. OPV SEAT BLADDER INTERIOR
47. OPV W/O DUMP
48. RAPID EXHAUST SEAL RUBBER
49. RAPID EXHAUST SEAT BLADDER
50. RAPID EXHAUST GASKET SEAT BLADDER
51. RAPID EXHAUST SEAT BLADDER INTERIOR
52. RAPID EXHAUST COMPLETE

38

Spare-Air Quick Dump Pouch
w/ Quick Dump Handle

SEATEC
CUSTOM

Molle attachment system

“D” Rings on either side

39

8”
11”
14”
350 mm 275 mm 200 mm

EATE

Seahorse Deluxe

6

SEAHORSE DELUXE
3 in 1 BACK INFLATION UNIT/Harness System

Seahorse Deluxe single: 45 lb. lift capacity.
Seahorse Deluxe double: 90 lb. lift capacity.

Designed to eliminate up-front bulk. Perfect for
use with our Thermotec Drysuit. Outer bag is
fashioned from 1000 PC Condura, while inner
bag is made of puncture resistant urethane.
Mesh panels for rapid draining. Perfect for
double tank.

ce 19

C

in

9

S

Carry handle

24”
600 mm

Over Pressure Valve (OPV)

40

S

Single direction snaps
for mounting of
various pouches.

SEATEC

8”
11”
14”
350 mm 275 mm 200 mm

SEATEC

CUSTOM

SEATEC

Stiff Shield Pack
(Variable System)

SEATEC
CUSTOM

CUSTOM

SEATEC

Detachable Spare-Air tank holder.

“D” Rings on either side

Detachable 5lb size extra pockets for various uses.

15-3/4
394 mm

41

PATENT PENDING
Interchangeable
pocket system
Webbing loops for webbing
strip on B.C.

*Back of pockets

Webbing strip to fit through
loops on back of pocket and
secure by buckle through
zipper on top of pocket
Velcro strip to keep bottom of
pocket secured after top webbing
strip is fastened

SEATEC

SEATEC

Seatec

Adjustable
shoulder straps
*see reverse

42

*

Fully adjustable cumber-bun
accommodates all sizes

SEATEC
CUSTOM

43

*B.C. Retraction system

11”
275 mm

Carry handle

Deluxe Pro Harness Jacket

8”
200 mm

Utilizes the low bulk, open
shoulder design of our Diamond
Manta series-yet in a rugged 1
size fits all harness system jacket.
Constructed of our heavy duty
1000 Denier Cordura nylon on
the outside, and smooth 400
Denier nylon on the inside. Ideal
for economical use, yet
complete with all the necessary
features for tactical divers.
Padded shoulder area with
quick release, interchangeable
shoulder straps. Comes
standard without Inflation,
designed as a variable
mounting system. Velcro closed,
padded comfort belt. Hard shell
backpack and exclusive

14”
350 mm

Stainless nuts,
bolts, and washers

Stainless “D” Rings

Seatec

Velcro strip to keep bottom of
pocket secured after top webbing
strip is fastened

Webbing strip to fit through
loops on back of pocket and
secure by buckle through
zipper on top of pocket

*Back of pockets

Webbing loops for webbing
strip on B.C.

Interchangeable
pocket system

PATENT PENDING

Adjustable
shoulder straps
*see reverse
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SEATEC Custom Drysuit Measurement Chart
Dealer Name

Customer #

Dealer Address

Dealer P.O.#

Seatec Only
Sales Order #
Work Order #

)

-

Customer E-mail
Shoe Size

Weight

EATE

Sex

S

9

Special Instructions

C

S

Customer Height

i

nc

e 19

TAKE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE CUSTOMER IN A SWIMSUIT
TAKE ALL CIRCUMFERENCE MEASUREMENTS AT WIDEST PART

Circumference Measurements
1

E

13
12
11
10
9

2

A

3

F
4

1. Neck

8. Ankle

2. Chest

9. Wrist

3. Waist

10. Forearm

4. Hip

11. Elbow

5. Thigh

12. Biceps

6. Knee

13. Shoulder

7. Calf
5

45

Length Measurements
A. Base of neck to lower end of buttocks

6

C

B. Base of neck to floor

D

7

C. Crotch to ankle bone
D. Crotch to floor
E. Center of neck to wrist bone

8

F. Arm pit to wrist bone

B

Color

Knee Pads

Ankle Seals

Hard Boots

Other
Valve Location: Standard (Shown on Chart)

Other (Mark on Chart)

All additional information should be printed and provided below.

45

6

Customer Phone # (

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.
DEFINITIONS. As used herein: (a) “Seller” means TEAM SEATEC shown on the reverse side of this order, and (b) “Buyer” means the party or parties accepting this order
and any agent, officer, servant, employee or subcontractor of such party or parties.
2.
ACCEPTANCE. This order becomes binding when accepted and is expressly conditioned on Buyer's acceptance without addition or alteration. No modification of
this Agreement shall be of any force or effect unless in writing and signed by the party to be charged. Seller rejects any additional or different terms that Buyer proposes or
attempts to impose, and Seller's acknowledgment or acceptance of purchase order forms stipulating different conditions shall not modify the terms and conditions hereof.
Buyer shall be deemed to have accepted these terms and conditions (and objections to any terms and conditions shall be deemed to have been waived) if Buyer signs or
receives the accompanying documentation as it corresponds to purchase order, if Seller does not receive written notice within ten (10) days of the date of the invoice
document, or upon Buyer's acknowledgment of acceptance on the reverse hereof.
3.
END USE. Buyer has the sole responsibility to determine the suitability of the goods described on the face hereof for Buyer's contemplated use. Buyer assumes all
risk and liability for loss, damage or injury to buyer's property or person arising out of the use or possession of the goods furnished hereunder.
4.
SHIPPING TERMS. Buyer shall pay all freight and transportation costs FOB point of shipment to Buyer. Seller shall select routing and carrier. Buyer is solely responsible
for filing timely and proper claims against carriers if goods are lost or damaged in transit. Buyer assumes and shall bear all risk of loss or damage to any purchased goods
provided under this order once the goods are delivered to the carrier. Seller assumes no responsibility for damage in transit.
5.
TAXES. In addition to the price quoted or invoiced, Buyer shall pay any tax, duty, custom or other fee that any Federal, State or local governmental authority
imposes on this transaction. Buyer shall promptly reimburse Seller if Seller is required to prepay such monies.
6.
FORCE MAJEURE. Seller shall have no liability for any delays or nonperformance caused by circumstances beyond Seller's control including, but not limited to, fire,
flood, war, riot, civil commotion, government action, accident labor trouble or shortage, energy shortage, inability to obtain material, equipment, transportation delays, or
acts of God.
7.
TECHINICAL ADVICE. Upon request, Seller will endeavor to furnish such technical advice as it has available in reference to Buyer's use of its products. Buyer expressly
understands that any technical advice that Seller furnishes concerning the use of its products is given gratuitously, and Seller assumes no obligation or liability for the advice or
results obtained, all such advice being given and accepted at Buyer's risk.
8.
TERMS OF PAYMENT & CONSIGNMENT. Buyer agrees to promptly pay all sums agreed to be paid hereunder, together with all costs incurred in the collection of any
amount due by suit or otherwise, including reasonable attorneys' fees. Unless otherwise noted on the face of this order, terms are that no invoice is considered to be an
invoice but a memo-consignment until such time that payment is received in full. Until then all shippers are considered memo-consignment forms with invoices being due
reminders of net cash thirty (30) days from date. All shipment received by buyer shall remain a memo-consignment until such time Invoice provided is paid. A UCC shall be
filed as a first action on shipped merchandise with in 90 day period of invoice reminder. Shipments and deliveries hereunder shall at all times be subject to the approval of
Seller's credit department. Seller's published prices, extras and payment terms are subject to change without notice and those in effect at time of shipment shall apply. Seller
reserves the right to divide an order into separate shipments and separately invoice such shipments, in which case each shipment shall be deemed a separate contract
and payment therefore shall be due in accordance with these terms and conditions. If Buyer fails to fulfill the terms of payment, or if Seller shall ever have any doubt as to
Buyer's financial responsibility, Seller may, at its option, and without limitation, (i) require full or partial payment in advance, as security against merchandise (ii) demand full
payment and suspend further deliveries until payment is received, or (iii) decline to issue any product until consignment is satisfied with adequate financial security. Buyer's
failure to furnish payment upon demand shall constitute a repudiation of this contract, and Seller shall be entitled to receive memo-consignment as provided on this
document. Seller shall not be liable for any of Buyer's costs or expenses arising out of the exercise of any of Seller's rights hereunder. Seller may accept at its own risk other
products in place of memo-consignment as off setting goods.
9.
CANCELLATION CHARGES. Buyer shall be liable for the payment of reasonable cancellation charges, which shall not be less than 10% of the price of the goods
cancelled, but shall include, without limitation, the following: (a) all Costs and expenses that Seller incurs for or on account of the goods cancelled and the cancellation; (b)
any and all liabilities, Costs, damages and expenses that Seller incurs by or as a result of commitments incident to the goods involved including, without limitation,
commitments made or liabilities assumed to any supplier of such goods and materials used in such goods; and (e) any and all indirect charges as well ass reasonable profit.
Cancellation Charges shall be primarily assessed to custom orders for memo-consignment, but a 20% restocking fee shall always apply.
10.
CANCELLATION. Accepted orders cannot be cancelled, in whole or in part, without Seller's written consent. If Buyer requests cancellation of orders for products
which have been manufactured in whole or in part, such cancellation shall be at Seller's option and subject to cancellation charges. Seller's failure to meet estimated ship
dates will not be sufficient cause for cancellation of orders.
11.
WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. NO WARRANTIES EXIST WIHCH EXTEND BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF. SELLER DISCLAIMS AND MAKES NO WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, PRODUCTIVENESS, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSES, OR ANY OTHER MATTER, OR AS TO THE GOODS
PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT.
12.
DAMAGES. Buyer's exclusive remedy from claims arising from defective or nonconforming goods shall be limited to replacement thereof or refund of a portion of
the purchase price, at Seller's option. SELLER SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR OCCURRING IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SALE, DELIVERY, USE, PERFORMANCE, OR SERVICE OF THE GOODS MEMO-CONSIGNED OR SOLD UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR
ANY LOST PROFITS OR FOR ANY CLAIM OR DEMAND AGAINST SELLER BY ANY OTHER PARTY. IN NO EVENT WILL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, EVEN IF SELLER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, SELLER'S AGGREGATE LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER ARISING
FROM OR BASED UPON BREACH OF WARRANTY, BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHER CAUSE OF ACTION, SHALL IN NO CASE EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE THAT BUYER PAYS
FOR THE PARTICULAR GOODS INVOLVED.
13.
SECURITY INTEREST. Buyer grants to Seller a first priority purchase money security interest in all products purchased hereunder, and in each and every item thereof,
including replacements, proceeds, and products thereof, to secure payment of all amounts and performance of all obligations due hereunder. Buyer shall execute, at
Seller's request, all financing statements that Seller deems necessary or desirable to perfect Seller's security interest. Buyer authorizes Seller to sign on Buyer's behalf and file, a
copy of the security agreement or a financing statement with the appropriate authorities to perfect Seller's security interest in all memo-consigned goods. Seller shall have all
rights and remedies of a secured party under the UCC iii effect in any applicable jurisdiction.
14.
RETURNS. No merchandise can be accepted for credit unless Seller has previously authorized the return. Merchandise must be returned freight prepaid within thirty
(30) days of receipt. A 20% restocking charge may apply to returned merchandise.
15.
OPTION TO ACCELERATE. Seller shall have entire right on written notice to Buyer to demand immediate payment of amounts due hereunder if Seller believes in
good faith that the prospect of Buyer's payment or performance is impaired. Buyer's acceptance of products shall constitute an express representation at Buyer is not then
insolvent within the meaning of Title 11, United States Code or similar federal or state law.
16.
SEVERABILITY. The provisions of this Agreement are severable and if any provision is invalid, void or unenforceable in whole or in part for any reason, tire remaining
provisions shall remain in full force and effect.
17.
NON-WAIVER. Seller's failure or refusal to insist upon strict performance of any provisions of this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of Seller's rights or
remedies, or a waiver by Seller of any subsequent default by buyer in the performance of or compliance with the terms of this Agreement.
18.
CAPTIONS. The captions in this Agreement are included for convenience and general reference only and shall not be construed to describe, define or limit the
scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement.
19.
ASSIGNMENT. Buyer may not assign this Agreement in whole or in part and any attempted assignment shall be void and of no effect.
20.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This instrument constitutes the entire agreement and understanding of the parties and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings
relating to tire subject matter hereof. No agreements, understandings, restrictions, warranties, or representations exist between or among the parties other than those expressly
set forth.
21.
CLAIMS. Claims for errors, shortages, defective goods and any other claims of Buyer relating to the goods must be made in writing within fifteen (15) days after
receipt of the goods and must refer to the date and number of the invoice. Seller shall have a reasonable opportunity to investigate all claims.
22.
APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION. Buyer and Seller agree that interpretation of and performance under these contract terms conditions, as well as all other
aspects of the transaction contemplated by these terms and conditions, shall be governed by the laws of the State of California without regard to California's conflict or
choice of law rules. Buyer and Seller further agree that any action at law, suit in equity or other judicial proceeding with respect thereto must be brought and maintained in
the federal or state courts of record situated in the State of California or as stipulated by Seller.
23.
LATE PAYMENT AND PRODUCT COLLECTION COSTS. If Seller decides to place Buyer's account for collection, Buyer shall pay all costs and expenses hereof including
reasonable attorneys' fee. Should Buyer fail to pay any amount that Buyer is required to pay Seller, Buyer shall pay to Seller interest on the delinquent payment from the due
date thereof until paid at the rate of 1.5% per month (18% per year), but in any case not to exceed the maximum lawful rate under any applicable law.
24.
GOVERNMENTAL REQUIREMENTS. Any provisions required to be included in a contract of this type by any applicable federal, state or local law ordinance or
governmental rule, regulation, order or over governmental requirement shall be deemed incorporated herein as if fully set out.

SEATEC
LIQUIID GLOVE
“THE WORLD’S BEST”

Skin Protection
Acid & Alkili Resistant

Smooths & Protects
Anti-Inflammatory
Hypo-Allergenic

Water Resistant

Hands & Body
Skin Moisturizing
Aloe Vera, Jojoba Oil
Antibacterial Glove has been dermatologically tested and has

proven its ability in protecting the skin from harsh elements. With it ’s
moisturizing and barrier protection, Liquid Glove will nourish and

SEATEC
20 FL. OZ.

safeguard the skin for 4 hours or more, even after repeated washes.
Will protect against tar, paint, resins, powders, grease, oils,

odors, harsh soaps, caustic grime, adhesives and ink. With its
antibacterial and antiseptic properties, it can help prevent the

spread of infection.

High Intensity skin barrier

www.4SEATEC.com

